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To be center of excellence in providing
contemporary education and research in
the field of computer science and
engineering.

VISION

MISSION
To create conducive learning environment
through effective teaching and learning
process promoting quality education and
research.
To promote research, consultancy and
entrepreneurship development through
industry - institute collaborations.
To make the students corporate 

1.

2.

3.
       ready with the right spirit
       and interpersonal 
       skills.







STORY WRITING COMPETITION
The Extreme club CSE department organised story making 

competition between 12th to 17th January under the guidance of
Dr. Inderpreet Kaur via Instagram Stories. The aim of the event was
discovering and encouraging competitive creativity in participants

on social media platforms and increasing engagement on social 
media handles. The event made the students aware by 

acknowledging the observations and importance about the Road
Safety Week and the students acknowledged the importance of road

safety and road rules by means of this event. 

DIWALI ESSAY WRITING COMPETITION
Extreme CSE department organised Diwali Essay Writing competition
between 10th and 12th November under the guidance of Dr Inderpreet
Kaur. The aim of the event was to make students critically think about

the relationship of Diwali and pollution problem. To make the students
see the reasons why the pollution problems are only highlighted around
Diwali and why not at any other time of the year. The event emphasized

on finding a solution that gives both sides, a satisfactory solution.
The event was informative and educational not only for

participants but also for the readers.



TIME CAREER COUNSELING
CSE Department and Extreme team Organized Career Counseling on 10th November

2020 in online mode. The Speaker of this career counselling event was Mr. Anant Kumar
Sahu (Center Director at T.I.M.E). He is counsellor as speaker and have guided many

students to good career, paths. The aim of the event was to help  students make better
career choices also make them face to face with various field placement and

opportunities in the final year. It is very critical that apart from studies student learn to
face interviews and various placement drives. Students got to learn various field options

varying from on placement to offline recruitment. The students also learn various
techniques for aptitude exams which comes handy in many placement exams taken by
companies like TCS. The students also got to know the various problems which can be

faced during placement in the year 2022 because of the covid-19 situation preparing
them for future challenges.

WEBINAR ON HAPPINESS AND A.I
CSE department and Extreme team Conducted a webinar on Happiness and A.l on 30th

September 2020 the webinar was conducted by Dr. Williamjeet Singh. (associate
professor at Department of Computer Engineering, Punjabi University). His expertise is in

cellular networks and algorithms and optimization and His research area includes
modern concepts, e.g. Artificial Intelligence, Data Mining made webinar more

knowledgeable with real life examples and observable conclusions. The webinar focused
on understanding the significance and need of happiness in life and Discussed about the

relation of the happiness as an index for growth with witty and statistically proven
examples like Bhutan and other countries rank in happiness index. The webinar also

highlighted how engineers play a vital role in making life better and increasing quality of
life. The students understood the effect of various factors which effect happiness and

discussed the use of happiness growth as an index for development.
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